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Happenings

For the past five years, the hawksbill turtle Eretmochelys imbricata,
a marine reptile, has been making rare but welcome visits to the

shores of Singapore to lay eggs. NIE biologists have recorded nest
sites from the East Coast Park, Sentosa Island, Jurong Island and the
Labrador Rocky Shore. They have incubated whole clutches of eggs
in NIE laboratories in an inter-institutional (NIE-National Parks Board
(NParks)) sea turtle egg recovery and conservation programme.

Assoc Prof C H Diong, a biologist from NIE’s Natural Sciences &
Science Education Academic Group, has been actively involved in
the recovery of turtle eggs. NIE News speaks to him to find out
more about the turtle conservation efforts he and his team are
involved in.

NIE News: How and when did you embark on sea turtle-
related work?
My interest in reptile eggs led me to work on sea turtle nesting
ecology on Borneo some six years ago. A population of sea turtle
nests on a protected beach there. My collaborators and I wanted
to know how the beach incubated turtle eggs naturally. We
thought we should be able to improve egg hatching success in
the beach hatchery if we knew how the egg incubation occurred
naturally. We carried out a number of studies there. One thing
led to another. Some experimental eggs we imported to our
laboratory for a study, hatched. We cared for the hatchlings for
a while. We then signed a memorandum of understanding on sea
turtle conservation and education with Underwater World
Singapore. They undertook to rear the hatchlings. We produced
an educational videotape on sea turtle biology and conservation.
They sponsored this production. Then in 2001, we incubated the

first clutch of hawksbill eggs we collected from our shore. Since
then, we have been recording two successful nestings each year.
My field work on a natural nesting beach has helped me in our
egg recovery and turtle conservation efforts.

NIE News: Are the sea turtles that land on Singapore
shores native to local beaches? Can you tell us where
they are from and why they land on our shores?
You may not know this, but three species of turtles, the hawksbill,
leatherback and loggerhead, have been recorded from our territorial
waters. The type locality of the Indian Ocean and Pacific hawksbill
is reportedly Singapore. Hawksbill turtles are known to feed in
shallow coastal waters rich in corals and marine life. That one of
the turtles comes ashore to nest is a surprise. Why? There is no
natural nesting beach here; our coastline has been altered through
land reclamation and the sandy beaches developed for recreational
purposes. Our seas are among the busiest in terms of shipping
traffic. Despite the odds, hawksbills still make their occasional
landings here. They could be passing through, got disorientated
by lights in the sea but found a dark spot landward where they
swam to and crawled up to nest.

NIE News: What do we know about these turtles?
Quite a bit, but there is still a lot we do not know about them.

They are late maturing, long-lived, migratory marine reptiles whose
life histories encompass ocean basins. Hawksbills, like other sea
turtles, show breeding philopatry. Females return as adults to their
natal beach (or its vicinity) some 20 to 30 years later to nest. We
do not know yet if the hawksbill nesters originated from eggs

NIE Director & NParks Chairman Prof Leo Tan (fifth from right), NParks CEO Dr Tan Wee Kiat (sixth from right) & Assoc Prof C H Diong (in chequered shirt) witness the release
of hawksbill turtle hatchlings at the east coast of Singapore
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hatched from our shores. We hope that among the many hatchlings
that we have released, one or two will eventually return as adults
to nest on our shores.

NIE News: What exactly happens when a clutch of eggs
is found in Singapore?
The public is to call the police when they see a nesting turtle. The
police cordons off the nest site to prevent theft of eggs. We are
informed of the landing by NParks, Agri-Food and Veterinary
Authority of Singapore and sometimes members of the public,
the morning after. We ask for the location of the nest and when
the laying occurred. Our team visits the site to assess if the eggs
can be left in the nest to incubate on their own or whether they
should be collected for incubation in the laboratory. The oviposition
sites we assessed in the past five years, with one exception, were
all unsuitable for in situ incubation. Eggs would be destroyed if
they were left to incubate at the nest site. Our conservation efforts
are therefore targeted at rescuing whole clutches of eggs by
collecting them for incubation. In 2002, I recommended one nest
to be left to incubate at site, to erect an enclosure around the nest
and to place a signage, “Sea Turtle Nest. Do NOT Disturb”. The
authorities did everything we recommended but their signage
read, “Danger. Work in Progress. Keep Out”. Hatching success in
this first in situ incubation ever attempted here was 69%.

NIE News: How do you go about collecting and transferring
these eggs?
In general, sea turtle biologists do not recommend egg collection
after their deposition. Embryos die when eggs are rotated during
collection. We collect eggs 14 to 16 hours after laying by removing
one to three eggs at a time. We try our best not to rotate each
egg about its vertical axis during collection and transport to the
laboratory. In this way, we are able to maintain the original
orientation of the eggs in the nest as best as we can when we
incubate the eggs. We observe certain protocols when working
with this endangered species. Despite all the precautions, I cannot
discount the fact that, yes, some eggs might have failed because
of movement-induced mortality. Fortunately, we can determine
this in the laboratory to improve our procedures.

NIE News: What happens to the eggs after their transfer
to the laboratory?
I place a temperature probe at the centre of the clutch of eggs
before placing the styrofoam box containing the eggs in an
incubator with airflow, humidity and temperature controls. I set

the incubation temperature at a value in the 27 to 29 ºC range
after reading the temperature at the centre of the egg clutch. This
temperature can rise above the set incubation temperature because
of metabolic heat generated as the embryos develop. With this
dual monitoring of the temperatures, we can achieve the threshold
temperature in the thermosensitive range during the middle third
of the incubation period when sex of hatchlings is determined.
We monitor the incubation temperatures closely to try to achieve
a 1:1 sex ratio. Eggs take between 55 and 58 days to hatch.

NIE News: Being involved in so many turtle egg recovery
episodes, do you feel a sense of accomplishment or
attachment to the turtles?
I do this as part of my scientific and academic interests. Any
experience I gain from this work, I share it with my students.  I am
concerned more about the science behind what we do and doing
it correctly, such as how we collect eggs to minimise movement-
induced mortality, how we optimise incubation conditions to
achieve good hatching success, how we control incubation
temperatures to achieve a 1:1 sex ratio in hatchlings. And when
we release the hatchlings, we do so soon after emergence to take
advantage of their swimming frenzy and making sure too that
they crawl a good length of the beach before they meet the surf
to begin life in the open waters. It is during the release that I have
some thoughts about our work – how well will the hatchlings
survive out there? How many will eventually survive to sexual
maturity? The literature suggests one in a thousand hatchlings
grows to be an adult. This alone should not discourage our work!

NIE News: What messages do NIE and NParks try to put
across?
That we protect and conserve biological resource, in this case an
endangered species, and from our work help promote environmental
science education. The few clutches that we have been able to
rescue each year for incubation and subsequent hatchling release
constitute a small but significant conservation effort. Our work
signifies our resolve at trying to help the recovery of an endangered
species population beyond our seas. It shows the international
community that every country can contribute to the conservation
of this marine reptile that knows no national boundary.

NIE News: How do you spread this message of
conservation locally?
We invite school children and teachers to take part in hatchling
release programmes. They will be the ones to spread the message
of conservation when these hatchlings return as adults to nest on
our shores!

Third-year NIE student teachers Irene Ng & Dianna Goh observe the fore and hind
limb morphology of the hatchlings

Assoc Prof C H Diong collecting a clutch of 151 hawksbill turtle eggs from East
Coast Park on 31 May 2005 for artificial incubation - hatchling success was 97.4%
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Graduation

NIE witnessed 1,774 newly
qualified teachers receiving their

diplomas at the Teachers’ Investiture
Ceremony, from 28 to 30 June
2005 ,  a t  NTU ’ s  Nanyang
Auditorium.

In his address, guest of honour
Education Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam (right) shared that
he was happy to see NIE
strengthening its pedagogical
research capabilities aside from
refining and continuously improving
i ts  teacher  educat ion and
development programmes. He also
commended NIE for its excellent
work and looked forward to seeing
how its research findings would help
the Ministry of Education and
schools constantly improve the
quality of education.

On the close links that NIE academic
staff maintained with their teaching disciplines, the Minister said,
“NIE lecturers who train teachers to teach mathematics or physics
are themselves closely involved in research in their subject disciplines.
This is a key strength in a teacher training institution. An article in
The Australian recently drew attention to this. It highlighted that
this high quality of teacher training, and close engagement of NIE
lecturers with their disciplines, was one of the key reasons why
Singapore tended to outperform Australia in education.”

By Public & International Relations

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony

At the ceremony, the National Youth Council’s Outstanding
Youth in Education Awards (OYEA) were presented to Mr De
Silva Joseph Franklin, North View Primary School, Ms Felicia Low
Ee Ping, CHIJ Katong Convent (Secondary) and Ms Joann Teo
Siu Wern, First Toa Payoh Secondary School. Besides honouring
the achievements of deserving young educators, the OYEA serves
to inspire youths to be teachers and excellent role models for
the younger generation.

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony
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part of the programme focuses on team
learning, curriculum innovation and dynamic
learning systems.

Mdm Diana Ng Yee Ping received The
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development Book Prize for exemplifying the
highest level of learning across the programme.
Graduand Mdm Rabiathul Bazriya d/o
Abubakar (left), who delivered an address on
behalf of the cohort, was presented with the
Dr Ruth Wong Medal for demonstrating the
best overall performance in the programme.
Eighteen teachers, belonging to Tutorial Groups
13 and 14, were awarded the Dr J M Nathan
Memorial Prize for Creativity by demonstrating
the highest level of creativity in the teams’
multimedia presentations entitled “The Abilene
Paradox” and “Phoenix Rising” respectively.

Atotal of 161 teachers received their
Diploma in Departmental Management

(DDM) certificates from Mr Wong Siew
Hoong, Director of Schools, Ministry of
Education (MOE). The event took place on
4 July 2005 at the Civil Service College.

The DDM is a four-month programme for
departmental heads and school leaders, who
may in time assume significant managerial
responsibilities in schools. The programme
is designed by NIE’s team of experts and
professionals in consultation with MOE.
Managed by NIE’s Graduate Programmes &
Research Office, this innovative programme
prepares heads to be exemplary people
managers as well as experts in teaching and
learning. Besides addressing issues and
technologies impacting education, a major

By Public & International Relations

Policy & Leadership Studies Head Assoc Prof Lee Ong Kim (right) congratulates DDM prize winners
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Awards & Honours

M r Lee Tat Chong of Hwa Chong Junior College and Mr Shyam Srinivasan
of Victoria Junior College applied and were accepted to the Technical

and Engineering Research Programme. They elected to work on the trajectories
of badminton shuttlecocks under the supervision of Assoc Prof Foong See Kit
(Natural Sciences & Science Education) and Asst Prof John Tan (Physical
Education & Sports Science). Their project involved examining the flight patterns
of feather and plastic shuttles with the aid of a high speed video (below).
They even conceived and constructed a launcher to propel shuttles at a certain
velocity and orientation to quantify their flight characteristics.

By Asst Prof John Tan, Physical Education & Sports Science

After a year of hard work, their research was rewarded with a Gold Award
at the 5th Singapore Science and Engineering Fair 2005, jointly organised by
the Agency for Science, Technology and Research, Ministry of Education and
Singapore Science Centre. This year, the Gold Awards were presented to 11
top projects, selected from 286 entries. The projects were evaluated by chief
judge Nobel laureate Prof Anthony Leggett and a panel of accomplished
researchers from other renowned institutions.

SHUTTLE TRAJECTORY
PROJECT WINS GOLD NATIONAL DAY

AWARDS

The Public Administration Medal
(Bronze)

Assoc Prof Philip Wong
Divisional Director
Academic Computing & Information Services

Assoc Prof Goh Chor Boon
Associate Dean
External Programmes

Assoc Prof Joy Chew
Associate Professor
Policy & Leadership Studies

The Commendation Medal

Miss Mabel Low
Development & Estate

The Long Service Medal

Mr Chin Chee Kuen
Lecturer
Asian Languages & Cultures

Mr Phar Chee Hong
Teaching Fellow
Special Training Programme

Mdm Teo Soh Wah
Teaching Fellow
Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Miss Yeo Moi Ten
Management Support Officer
Finance

Mrs Shirley Chong-Lim
Corporate Support Officer
Graduate Programmes & Research

Miss Emily Ng
Technical Support Executive
Centre for IT in Education

Service to the nation is acknowledged
annually by the conferment of 17 categories
of Singapore National Day Awards. Among
the 3,348 recipients this year, NIE
congratulates the following staff on being
awarded National Day Honours by the
President of Singapore:

(From left) Asst Prof Tan, Mr Lee, Mr Srinivasan & Assoc Prof Foong



“T he Green Book” is a familiar resource to Mathematics &
Mathematics Education (MME) Academic Group lecturers preparing

Postgraduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) student teachers to teach
mathematics at the secondary level. Otherwise known as Teaching
Secondary School Mathematics: A Resource Book, this book is a compilation
of course notes by past and present lecturers, teaching the PGDE secondary
mathematics methodology course.

In 1997, the first version of the book was initiated by Assoc Prof Lim-Teo
Suat Khoh, who saw the need for a common pool of teaching ideas and
resources for student teachers. In 1999, this version was supplemented
with materials to reflect initiatives implemented by the Ministry of Education.
In 2000, these two sets of notes were revised to reflect the development
in mathematics education. In the next three years, the book was constantly
revised but remained internally circulated. With encouragement from
Assoc Prof Lee Peng Yee, the PGDE (Secondary) team decided to publish
the book in late 2002. The current version was put together by the team
with Assoc Prof Yap Sook Fwe providing technical assistance and Assoc
Prof Eric Wood giving the cover a new look. See page 9 for more details
on this publication.

Happenings

NIE Academic Chairs Panel to Review
HKBU’s Educational Studies Department
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international sharing and expert opinion
while Prof Bernard Luk, Vice-President
(Academic) of Hong Kong Institute of
Education, provided guidance on higher
education developments and implications
for teacher education.

Besides meeting HKBU President and Vice-
Chancellor Prof Ng Ching-Fai, Academic
Vice-President Prof Herbert Tsang, Dean
of Faculty of Social Science Prof Frank Fu
and Head of Education Studies Prof Alex
Fung, Assoc Prof Tan also engaged in
extensive discussions with faculty members
of the department and interviewed
students, graduates and employers of
HKBU alumni.

Assoc Prof Tan shares, “On a personal note,
the review provided an excellent
opportunity for collegial learning and
s h a r i n g .  I  h o p e  t h e  p a n e l ’s
recommendations will go some way in
helping the department chart its strategic
planning and development.”

Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (Head,
Psychological Studies) chaired an

academic consultation panel to review
the Department of Educational Studies at
the Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU)
from 20 to 22 June 2005. The panel
comprised international and Hong Kong

By Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, Head, Psychological Studies

Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (third from right) chairs a panel discussion with Department of Educational Studies staff

academics, who were tasked to provide
an integrated, overall appraisal of the
department as part of HKBU’s quality
assurance and external peer-review
process. Review team members Prof Arie
Cohen from the School of Education,
BarI lan University, Israel provided

English Language
Professor Serves
on Editorial
Advisory Boards

By Ms Koh Guat Hua, Lecturer,
English Language & Literature

sst Prof Lawrence Zhang (English Language
& Literature) has been invited to serve on

the editorial advisory board of two international
quarterly journals. Metacognition and Learning
is published by Kluwer/Springer Academic,
based in Boston, USA and Dordrecht, The
Netherlands, and The Journal of Asia TEFL is
published by the Asian Association of Teachers
of English as a Foreign Language, the largest
English language teachers’ association in the
Asia Pacific region with a membership of over
30,000, headquartered in Seoul, South Korea.

The Evolving Green Book
By Ms Ng Luan Eng, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

A
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Book Launches

Enhancing Cognitive Functions:
Applications across Contexts
Edited by Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng & Assoc Prof Seng
Seok Hoon, Psychological Studies
320 pages, ISBN 007-124765-3
S$47.00, available from NIE Campus Book Centre

Dedicated to the late Dr Ruth Wong Hie King, Institute of
Education Director, this book focuses on the mind of the
learner, particularly on the nature and characteristics of
cognitive functioning. It covers innovative and effective
approaches to the enhancement of learning potential and
cognitive functioning of children and adolescents. The
approaches are grounded in theories pertaining to cognitive
functions, cognitive modifiability and dynamic assessment.

Written in clear language, the book illustrates the nature
of cognitive functioning and the application of certain
cognitive programmes and interventions across contexts.
The nature of cognitive functioning today is of interest not
only to cognitive psychologists but also to those working
in the multiple disciplines of neuroscience, cognitive systems
and human factors design. Cognitive enrichment
programmes and assessment scales such as LPAD-B,
FIE-B, ACFS, Mindladder, Building Blocks of Learning, and
MIDAS and their applications in different environments
are highlighted in the book and examples of good practice
and a variety of mediational and dynamic assessment tools
discussed.

Educational practitioners working closely with children,
counsellors, parents and caregivers will find the book a
valuable reference.

Forest Trees of Bukit Timah: Population
Ecology in a Tropical Forest Fragment
Authored by Dr James V LaFrankie Jr • Dr Stuart J Davies • Ms
Wang Luan Keng • Prof Lee Sing Kong • Asst Prof Shawn Lum
178 pages, ISBN 981-05-3105-2
US$17.96 / S$30.00, available from NIE Campus Book Centre

The Bukit Timah Nature Reserve, together with the adjoining
forests of the Central Catchment Nature Reserve, makes up
Singapore’s largest expense of rainforest. Over the last 10
years, researchers from NIE, Singapore, and the Center for
Tropical Forest Science Program of the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute and Harvard University, have been
monitoring the dynamics of the Bukit Timah forest. How has
the forest fared over the years? This book provides a detailed
description of the Bukit Timah forest, outlines the history of
the forest and illustrates how the forest is changing.
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Interactive Learning for School Leaders
Authored by Asst Prof David Ng, Associate Dean,
Leadership Programmes
184 pages, ISBN 981-210-399-6
£15.00 / US$22.00 / S$36.65, available from Marshall
Cavendish, Times Publishing

Over the past decade, there have been extensive
calls for change in the methods by which we prepare
educators for school leadership. In particular, scholars
have argued for the adoption of approaches that
will increase the capacities for students to acquire
the skills to identify, think about and solve important
problems in the workplace. This book explores the
effectiveness of using an interactive learning
computer simulation called Making Change Happen!
for teaching declarative and procedural knowledge
on leading change. The computer simulation is
designed as a stand-alone problem-based
instructional tool to enable school leaders to learn
leadership skills on their own.

The conceptual framework of the Adaptive Control
of Thought-Rational theory (Anderson, 1993) was
used to explore knowledge acquisition. The book
also explores the usefulness of Making Change
Happen! as a stand-alone instructional tool by
incorporating an intelligent tutor into the simulation.
This new system is known as an intelligent simulation
system. The design and evaluation of this new
system became part of the focus of the study. The
author has used the interactive learning tool to
teach change leadership to numerous leaders in
Singapore and other parts of the world.

Teaching English to Chinese ESL
Students: Classroom Practices
Edited by Ms Kwah Poh Foong & Mr Michael Vallance,
English Language & Literature
196 pages, ISBN 981-244-975-2
S$20.50, available from NIE Campus Book Centre

Teaching English to Chinese ESL Students: Classroom
Practices is a collection of pragmatic articles developed
from over a decade teaching Chinese students at
NIE. The contributors offer unique insights on how
students from China can become better
communicators and listeners, develop academic
reading and writing skills, build independent learning
strategies, and conduct teamwork to blend all
language skills in meaningful ways. This book has
been written for pre- and in-service English teachers
teaching Chinese students at the tertiary level. Topics
include: An overview of English language education
in China, communicative debates, listening logs,
extensive reading and the article explorer, academic
writing, peer review with, and without, technology,
digital literacy skills, self-access learning and integrating
language skills through projects.

Understanding Biomechanics for Physical Education
& Sports
Authored by Assoc Prof Michael Koh & Asst Prof John Tan, Physical
Education & Sports Science
148 pages, ISBN 007-124773-4
S$32.00, available from all major bookstores & NIE Campus Book Centre

Movements of the human body are produced by the contraction of
muscles. However, these movements are also influenced by external forces
such as gravity, friction, fluid resistance and reaction forces that are evoked
through ground contact or upon impact with other bodies. The study of
these physical quantities lies within a branch of physics known as mechanics.
Specifically in sports biomechanics, one applies the principles of mechanics
in the analysis of human movement. Such an approach will benefit
professionals in the health, fitness, sports and coaching industries as they
will be better able to answer fundamental questions such as: Which
technique is best? Is a technique appropriate to the participant or is it
specific to the elite athlete? What is wrong with a performance? How
should one correct a technique?

In most cases, a brief consideration of the anatomical and mechanical
factors that contribute to the movement is sufficient to enable the
practitioner to perform a valid qualitative analysis to resolve these problems
and not resort to guesswork. If pursued further, there are more powerful
tools of quantitative analysis that can be used to resolve problems of
greater complexity or even general problems that are recurrently faced by
the practitioner.

Written with physical education teachers, sports coaches, athletes and
trainers in mind, the purpose of this book is to help them understand
physical characteristics of human motion and be better able to discuss
and explain the causes of motion, based on a sound understanding of
the mechanical principles underlying human movement.

Teaching Secondary School Mathematics:
A Resource Book
Edited by Assoc Prof Lee Peng Yee, Mathematics & Mathematics Education
404 pages, ISBN 007-124898-6
S$28.95 (soft cover) / S$44.95 (hard cover), available from NIE Campus
Book Centre & McGraw-Hill Education (Asia)

This book originates from course notes by past and present Mathematics
& Mathematics Education (MME) lecturers teaching the postgraduate
diploma secondary mathematics methodology course at NIE.

Teaching Secondary School Mathematics: A Resource Book covers facets
such as teaching approaches, learning theories, lesson plans, student
assessment, common errors made by students, their misconceptions and
learning difficulties, among others. Reader-friendly and enhanced with
many teaching ideas, examples, practice problems, the book is an invaluable
instructional resource and reference for teachers teaching secondary school
mathematics.

Besides being widely used by Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Secondary)
student teachers, the book is used by a group of student postgraduate
teachers at Auckland University.

The royalty from the sale of this book, published by McGraw-Hill Education
(Asia), will go towards the MME Academic Group fund.



Conferences & Seminars

The Symposium on Mathematics Education: Mathematical Problem
Solving was held at Srinakharinwirot University, Bangkok, Thailand

from 3 to 4 August 2005. Themed Mathematical Problem Solving,
the strands of the symposium were Learning and Teaching, Problem
Posing, Teacher Education, Assessment and Classroom Practices.

Through sponsorship by Marshall-Cavendish International Singapore,
Achievers Academy and Srinakharinwirot University, three NIE staff
and one school teacher presented their papers on this occasion.

In his keynote lecture, Asst Prof Yeap Ban Har (Mathematics &
Mathematics Education (MME)) (third from left) examined the key
components of mathematical problem-solving ability. He also outlined
strategies to help every student be a good problem solver. Participants
were alerted to recent global reforms in mathematics curriculum,
propelling problem solving to a core competency in mathematics
learning. In view of this development and the shift towards developing
good habits of mind to accompany the use of heuristics, Asst Prof
Yeap highlighted the importance of encouraging students to acquire
“big math ideas” skills such as number sense, patterns and
relationships, visualisation, and modelling to help them solve difficult
mathematics problems. Echoing this need for students to acquire

“big math ideas” skills, Ms Ho Siew Yin (MME) presented on the
Soma Cube activity in helping students develop their visualisation
skills in problem solving.

Mr John Tiong Yeun Siew (Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Practice)
spoke on the classification of the 13 heuristics stated in the Singapore
lower secondary mathematics syllabus into four main categories,
namely, “representation heuristics”, “simplification heuristics”,
“pathway heuristics” and “generic heuristics”.

Recognising problem posing as an inseparable part of problem solving,
Mr Ong Kian Heng (Hougang Primary School) discussed findings from
his study which investigated the effect of problem posing on students’
problem-solving ability and attitudes.

Participation in this symposium had been a fruitful one, ranging
from opportunities to exchange ideas on mathematics education
pedagogy to making new friends and also, the learning of a new
language, Thai.

Symposium on
Mathematics Education:
Mathematical
Problem Solving
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By Ms Ho Siew Yin, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Association of Mathematics Educators and
NIE’s Mathematics & Mathematics Education
(MME) Academic Group, was held on 2
June 2005. The theme of the conference
was Assessment. More than 500 teachers
from primary schools, secondary schools
and junior colleges attended the one-day
event held at NIE and NTU campuses.

Prof Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate
Programmes & Research) opened the
conference with a warm welcome speech,
which was then followed by two key note
addresses. After the first keynote address
by Prof David Clarke (left) of the University
of Melbourne on Assessment – Policy,

Mathematics Teachers’ Conference 2005

T
By Ms Ng Luan Eng, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Practicalities and Praxis, Asst Prof Fan
Lianghuo (MME) delivered the second
keynote address, sharing his insights from
classrooms in Singapore on assessment
practices. After the key note sessions and
prior to lunch, participants were entertained
by a bird show, courtesy of the Jurong
BirdPark.

In the afternoon, participants attended one
of 11 concurrent workshops with a focus
on experiencing some alternative assessment
modes. The conference ended with a panel
discussion on issues related to assessment.
NIE Director Prof Leo Tan delivered the
closing address and presented tokens of
appreciation to keynote speakers, workshop
presenters and panelists.

he f i rst  Mathematics Teachers’
Conference, jointly organised by the



Leaders in Education Programme (LEP) International programme
from 15 to 26 August 2005. The LEP International is an executive
programme for school leaders and managers, education ministry
senior officials, as well as professionals with high potential specially
identified for development by the various education ministries.

The LEP International is NIE’s response to a dynamic global
educational landscape that promises new challenges and exciting
opportunities. The programme seeks to develop innovative leaders
in education, people with a sound foundation to lead schools in
an uncertain environment and a keen eye for innovation
opportunities. The LEP International takes the participants through
a process of knowledge creation. Through the modules, learning
syndicates and school visits, opportunities are created for participants

Programmes

to search for their own understanding of what innovation is about
and learn from one another’s perspectives.

LEP International Project Director Asst Prof Ng Pak Tee (Policy &
Leadership Studies) (above, right) shares,“Through a process of
presenting and debating ideas, while working on a proposal for
an innovation in their own schools, participants have to reflect on
why they say the things they say, do the things they do and assume
the things they assume. This sparks their creativity. Other than
being taught through lectures, participants are engaged in active
learning from one another’s insights. Leaders learn best with and
from one another.”

The next LEP International will commence on 4 September 2006.
For enquiries, please contact the staff in charge at email:
issharip@nie.edu.sg.

Happenings

Prof Cheng Yuan Shan, formerly with the Psychological
Studies Academic Group, recently conducted courses on

research methodology at NIE for inservice teachers.

He is Deputy Director, Centre for Research on Assessment of
Learning at his alma mater, Beijing Normal University. The
centre is part of the State Key Laboratory for Cognitive
Neuroscience and Learning in psychology and education.
Staffed by over 10 researchers and 30 postgraduate students,

the current key research projects at the centre are developing tools
for evaluating primary and secondary English, formative assessment
of students’ needs to assist teachers in understanding their students
better and using assessment to promote students’ learning in
Beijing and other provinces.

Prof Cheng holds a doctorate in experimental psychology from
the University of Ottawa, where he researched on human judgement
and decision making.

By Assoc Prof Agnes Chang, Psychological Studies

Guest Speaker Shares on Research Methodology
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Twenty-one senior educators from Australia, India, Indonesia,
Macau, Malaysia and Singapore participated in the inaugural

By Public & International Relations

Inaugural
Leaders
in Education
Programme
International
Cohort
Graduates
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NIE officiated memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with two
renowned universities - South Korea’s Ewha Womans University

and Germany’s Technische Universität München - in various areas
of mutual interest. These collaborations provide a framework to
operationalise activities related to the exchange of faculty and
students, joint research and publications, participation in seminars
and short-term academic programmes.

Prof Woun Sik Choi (left), Dean of the Graduate School of Education
represented Ehwa Womans University at an MOU signing ceremony
on 15 August 2005 while Technische Universität München’s
President Prof Dr Wolfgang Herrmann (above, centre) endorsed
the collaboration on 2 September 2005. Prof Dr Herrmann
proceeded to tour the Classroom of the Future and DNA Centre
after the signing ceremony.

These MOUs represent the Institute’s continual effort in establishing
formal links with reputable overseas universities. The synergy
created enhances the professional and academic development of
NIE and its partner institutions for the benefit of staff and students.

Collaborations

As part of their visit to NIE, four Vietnamese educators from
Angiang University were hosted by the Mathematics &

Mathematics Education (MME) Academic Group on 2 September
2005. They were Mr Hoang Xuan Quang, Vice Rector and
mathematics lecturer, Mr Doan Huu Luc, Vice Rector and
lecturer in animal husbandry lecturer, Dr Ho Thanh My Phuong,
Head of International Office and English lecturer, and Ms
Nguyen Tri Nhu Quynh, a kindergarten English teacher.

They sat in the tutorial sessions conducted by Assoc Prof
Koay Phong Lee and Asst Prof Yeap Ban Har. In Assoc Prof

Koay’s session, they observed student teachers conducting
micro-teaching to the class. Dr Ho commented that in her
Vietnamese class, she would divide her class into two groups,
one group role-playing as “pupils” while the other group
observing the teaching. In Asst Prof Yeap’s tutorial, they were
interested in the use of manipulatives to teach primary
mathematics.

The visitors were impressed by the ready access of student
teachers to state-of-the-art information technology facilities
during their tour of MME computer laboratories.

Visitors

Vietnamese
Academics
Observe Maths
Education Class

By Ms Ng Luan Eng,
Mathematics & Mathematics Education

NIE Collaborates with
Korean & German
Universities

By Public & International Relations

MME Head Assoc Prof Wong Khoon Yoong (extreme left) & MME Deputy Head Assoc
Prof Rosalind Phang (third from right) play hosts to visiting educators



Visitors

Malaysian Education Minister Visits NIE

alaysian Education Minister Dato’
Sri Hishammuddin Tun Hussein

( f ront  row,  seventh f rom lef t ) ,
a c c o m p a n i e d  b y  h i s  f e l l o w
parliamentarians and senior educators,

visited NIE on 27 June 2005. Permanent
Secretary for Education Lieutenant-General
(NS) Lim Chuan Poh, who is also NIE
Council Chairman, hosted the dignitaries
during their morning visit.
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Following briefings on Singapore’s
education system and operations manager
scheme of service by Ministry of Education
personnel, NIE Director Prof Leo Tan
presented an overview of NIE in terms of
its organisational structure, research
emphases, academic staff and student
statistics. Assoc Prof Cheah Horn Mun
(Dean, Foundation Programmes) and Prof
Lee S ing Kong (Dean, Graduate
Programmes & Research) familiarised the
audience with the Institute’s initial teacher
preparation and professional development
programmes respectively.

The visit concluded with a visit to the
Classroom of the Future and lunch.

aim to be a one-stop resource centre for life science teachers,
in terms of developing course and project materials for their
schools. The Chancellor was accompanied by Vice-Chancellor
Prof John Hay, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (International &
Development) Prof Trevor Grigg, Secretary and Registrar Mr
Douglas Porter and Mr Suhaimy Hassan, Director of Education,
Science and Training at the Australian High Commission.

Knights Survey NIE Facilities

M

NIE Director Prof Leo Tan hosted Loughborough University Vice-
Chancellor Prof Sir David Wallace (above, second from right), his

wife Lady Elizabeth Wallace and Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Teaching) Prof
Morag Bell during their visit to the Institute on 2 September 2005.
Besides engaging in discussions with Assoc Prof Cheah Horn Mun
(Dean, Foundation Programmes) and Assoc Prof Lionel Mendoza
(Associate Dean, Educational Research) on topics of mutual interest,
Sir David also toured the Classroom of the Future and DNA Centre@NIE.

Prof Sir Llewellyn Edwards (right, second from left), Chancellor of
the University of Queensland, visited NIE on 12 September 2005.
Prof Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate Programmes & Research) and
Assoc Prof Koh Chong Lek (Head, DNA Centre@NIE) briefed the
delegation on the DNA Centre’s role in teacher education and its

By Public & International Relations



Happenings

By Public & International Relations

Recent visitors to the NIE Art Gallery were treated to a glimpse of buildings, illustrating
Singapore’s diverse cultural heritage of a bygone era. Staged by NIE photographer

Mr William Oh (Centre for IT in Education) and aptly named Windows and Doors, this
exhibition displayed an array of photographic images of residential and commercial
property facades (left).

Despite his hectic schedule as NIE’s official photographer, Mr Oh speaks of his motivation
behind this exhibition, “I am privileged to be able to contribute, in a small way, to the
Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU) journey towards excellence in education. I hope
this collection of photographs will one day be compiled in a book for others to appreciate
Singapore’s rich and varied architectural history.”

The two-week exhibition, which was opened by NIE Director Prof Leo Tan, ended on
28 July 2005. Proceeds from the sale of Mr Oh’s works raised more than S$1,200 for the
NTU Endowment Fund. His other notable portfolio is documented in Glimpses of Bukit
Timah Campus, edited by Assoc Prof Ruth Wong (English Language & Literature).
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Economy Drive

people is ‘retrenchment’. Due to this
unfortunate perception, whenever an
organisation undergoes a best sourcing
exercise, employees may inadvertently
suffer from undue anxiety and low morale.
While best sourcing may result in job loss,
affected staff can be re-trained and re-
deployed in other work areas. In NIE’s two
best sourcing exercises under the Economy
Drive framework, no staff has been
retrenched.

ust mention ‘best sourcing’ and, quite
often, its main association with most

By Ms Cherie Lek, Internal Economy Drive Committee Secretariat

What Best Sourcing Really Means

What then is best sourcing? Best sourcing
is a tool under Economy Drive to determine
the best provider of a job at the most
economical cost, without sacrificing quality
of service. The best provider may be an in-
house unit, a public or private sector agency.
As a means of determining the best service
provider, market testing is first conducted.
Bids are invited from other providers and
compared with the current situation. Apart
from cost, non-price factors such as quality
and timeliness of service are considered
before a party is awarded the service
contract. If the best provider is an external
agency, the service is said to be ‘outsourced’;
otherwise, the service is being insourced.

More often than not, for organisations
which had undergone best sourcing

exercises, performance and productivity
of staff have improved as they are able
to provide higher value for their services
due to skills upgrading. These positive
developments have also been NIE’s
experience. Colleagues, fret not the next
time ‘best sourcing’ is mentioned.
Instead, staying relevant, being innovative
and upgrading one’s skills continually
are the real intentions behind best
sourcing. In this way, the internal unit,
which one belongs to, will effectively be
the best provider of service to the
organisation.

Staff members are welcome to share their
ideas and efforts in cost prudence or
efficiency with the internal Economy Drive
Committee at iedc@nie.edu.sg.

J

Mr William Oh (fourth from left) presents his NTU Endowment Fund contribution to
NIE Director Prof Leo Tan

Exhibition Raises
Funds for NTU

Windows & Doors
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Calendar of Events
EVENT DATE VENUE CONTACT PERSON

Developing Fundamental Movement Skills
for Pre-school Children

1 Oct 2005 NTUC Childcare,
Geylang Bahru Branch  

Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Art Exhibition 7 - 28 Oct 2005 Art Gallery, NIE Asst Prof Jane Leong
Email: wyjleong@nie.edu.sg

Leaders in Education Programme
Graduation Dinner 2005

18 Oct 2005 Meritus Mandarian Hotel Ms Mae Chan
Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Advanced Diploma/Advanced Postgraduate
Diploma Graduation Ceremony             

26 Oct 2005 Lecture Theatre 3, NIE Ms Serena Yuen
Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

Enrichment Programme for Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (Secondary)
January 2005 Intake

31 Oct -
11 Nov 2005

NIE Campus Ms Jessica Tan
Email: Ifjwong@nie.edu.sg

6th Singapore Biology Olympiad:
Theory Tests 

10 Nov 2005 Gymnasium &/or Sports Hall, NIE Assoc Prof Shirley Lim
Email: slim@nie.edu.sg

Commonwealth of Learning & Ministry of
Foreign Affair’s Singapore Management
Development Workshop (Sub-Saharan)

14 - 25 Nov 2005 NIE Campus Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

School Coordinating Mentor Briefing 17 Nov 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Ms Abby Lim
Email: pylim@nie.edu.sg

Nanyang Research Programme Symposium 19 Nov 2005 To be confirmed Asst Prof Paul Lee
Email: ckplee@nie.edu.sg

6th Singapore Biology Olympiad:
Practical Tests

End Nov 2005 Natural Sciences & Science
Education Biology Laboratories,
NIE

Asst Prof Shirley Lim
Email: slim@nie.edu.sg

National Coaching Accreditation Programme
Stage II Assessor Training Workshop

Nov 2005 Singapore Sports Council Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

13th International Conference on Computers
in Education 2005

28 Nov -
2 Dec 2005

NIE/NTU Campus Mr Woo Huay Lit
Email: hlwoo@nie.edu.sg

Orientation of Master’s Programmes by
Coursework/Dissertation

Dec 2005 NIE Campus Ms Hartini
Email: hartini@nie.edu.sg

Blessing & Significant of Eids
(Hari Raya Celebration)

25 Jan 2006 Lecture Theatre 8, NIE Assoc Prof Hadijah Bte Rahmat
Email: hrahmat@nie.edu.sg

Orientation Programme for Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (Secondary)
January 2006 Intake

Jan 2006 NIE Campus Ms Jessica Tan
Email: Ifjwong@nie.edu.sg

NIE WITs Convention Mar 2006 NIE Campus Ms Tan Joo Wee
Email: jwtan@nie.edu.sg

Programmes

By External Programmes Office (Knowledge Horizon)

he Master in Educational Administration degree
is a new international programme, launched

by the External Programmes Office (Knowledge
Horizon). The one-year postgraduate degree by
coursework, conducted primarily in Chinese, is an
inter-disciplinary programme that aims to develop
international senior educators to effectively manage
schools and educational institutes by learning from
Singapore’s experience.

The External Programmes Office (Knowledge
Horizon) welcomed its first intake of 46 participants
from Hebei and Beijing on 26 September 2005, in
the presence of Mr Wong Yong Li (left, speaking
from the rostrum), Education Counsellor from the
Embassy of the People’s Republic of China.

First Intake of Master in Educational
Administration Participants T



NIE celebrated the nation’s birthday with a simple yet dignified
ceremony at the Triangle on 8 August 2005, graced by

guest of honour, Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim Chuan Poh, NIE
Council Chairman and Permanent Secretary for Education.

NIE National Education Committee Chairman Assoc Prof Goh
Chor Boon shares, “For this special birthday, we added a ‘40
Years in 40 Laps’ event to our celebration, demonstrating the
physical and psychological resilience that Singaporeans possess.”

NIE News brings you event highlights as the Institute
commemorates with pride Singapore’s 40th birthday.

Happenings
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Covering a distance of 25km, NIE Council Chairman Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim Chuan
Poh leads NIE staff as they run 40 laps round the NIE Triangle, each lap symbolising one
year of Singapore’s independence since 1965

Staff & student teachers listen intently as NIE Director Prof Leo Tan delivers a
speech on behalf of Education Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam

National wushu champion Seet Wee Key, a second-year NIE undergraduate, displays
his pugilistic skills, which earned him a gold medal (spear) & a silver medal (sword) at
the recent 6th Beijing Wushu Invitational

Xingnan Primary School students win the hearts of admirers with their song &
dance performances

NIE CELEBRATES SINGAPORE’S 40TH BIRTHDAY


